ABOUT SIREAS
From high-level corporate real estate
strategy to service delivery and governance
strategies, SIREAS, LLC provides incomparable
real estate consulting services to leading
corporations worldwide. Our clients benefit
from streamlined operations, improved service
delivery and increased shareholder value.

We bridge the gaps between
organizational needs, service
delivery models, market capabilities
and financial performance.

This brochure describes the Strategic
Relationship Management & Governance
services offered by SIREAS.
Also available...
Strategic Advisory Services
Service Delivery Advisory Services

234 10th Avenue, Suite 20522
New York, NY 10011
929.277.2155
www.sireas.com

Contact us for details!

STRATEGIC RELATIONSHIP
MANAGEMENT & GOVERNANCE

Strategic Relationship Management & Governance from SIREAS, LLC
Tremendous effort and resources go into developing a Corporate Real Estate & Facilities services
strategy, selecting the right service delivery model and negotiating complex contracts with selected
service providers. Effective governance structures and relationship management strategies are required to
ensure a substantial return on this investment and avoid headline-grabbing outsourcing failures or costly
restructuring of strategic relationships.

How do you know if it’s right for
you?
•

Strategic Relationship Management & Governance from SIREAS is the only comprehensive suite of
services that continuously optimizes the relationship, ensures alignment of interests, and illuminates a
clear path to achieve the relationship’s objectives.

BENEFITS

3 Levels of Service Support Your Success
Activate: Implemement effective performance
management to achieve real strategic alignment &
refocus the parties on the intent of the deal.

Engage: Achieve greater efficiency, effectiveness,
transparency and collaboration with relationship
management onboarding and training support,
plus insight from SIREAS on effective governance
strategies.
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Is your real estate portfolio strategically
and critically linked to your success?
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Do you rely on one or more service
providers to deliver a complex array of
CRE and Facilities services?

9

Do the relationships represent a
significant proportion of your real
estate portfolio or your total spend?

Thrive: Elevate the relationship, empower
strategic results, align vision and objectives, and
achieve desired outcomes with strategic coaching,
relationship reviews, joint facilitated sessions and
annual validation of deal effectiveness, if desired.

Michele Flynn, Co-Founder & Executive Chairman
Michele is a visionary and expert in the fields of outsourcing, facilities management, real estate and
governance. She is a leader in the development of performance-based contracting for global outsourcing
relationships in corporate real estate and administrative services.
Ingrid M. Fenn, Co-Founder, CEO and President
Ingrid is a highly accomplished leader in corporate real estate and facilities management. As a global
real estate strategist and portfolio platform builder, she brings more than a decade of major multinational
corporate expertise to her strategic and operational leadership of SIREAS.

If you answered “Yes” to one or more
of these questions, talk to us about how
Strategic Relationship Management &
Governance creates more value for your
organization.

929.277.2155

